Iwama et al [1] showed that there exists an n-state binary nondeterministic finite automaton such that its equivalent minimal deterministic finite automaton has exactly 2 n − α states, for all n ≥ 7 and 5 ≤ α ≤ 2n − 2, subject to certain coprimality conditions. We investigate the same question for both unary and binary symmetric difference nondeterministic finite automata [2] . In the binary case, we show that for any n ≥ 4, there is an n-state ⊕-NFA which needs 2 n−1 + 2 k−1 −1 states, for 2 < k ≤ n−1. In the unary case, we prove the following result for a large practical subclass of unary symmetric difference nondeterministic finite automata: For all n ≥ 2, we show that there are many values of α such that there is no n-state unary symmetric difference nondeterministic finite automaton with an equivalent deterministic finite automaton with 2 n − α states, where 0 < α < 2 n−1 . For each n ≥ 2, we quantify such values of α precisely. ⊕-NFAs were defined in [2] ; suffice it to say that ⊕-NFAs are NFAs with the union operation in the subset construction replaced with the symmetric difference operation.
In the unary case, we prove the following theorem:
there is an n-state unary ⊕-NFA with nonsingular characteristic matrix which needs 2 n − 1 deterministic states. (b) For any n ≥ 2, let n = n 1 + n 2 + . . . + n j , and let
If M is an n-state unary ⊕-NFA with nonsingular characteristic matrix whose minimal ⊕-DFA has b states with
Experimentation on smaller values of n indicated that there are always nstate unary ⊕-NFAs such that their ⊕-DFAs with lcm(2 n1 −1, 2 n2 −1, . . . , 2 nj −1) states are minimal, and we give the following conjecture:
We now consider binary ⊕-NFAs: Theorem 2. For any n ≥ 4, there is a binary n-state ⊕-NFA M which needs
This research was supported by NRF grant #2053436. Let δ(q n−1 , b) = ∅. For any k, choose c b (X) over state q 0 to q k−1 to be a primitive irreducible polynomial, and construct the transition function accordingly. For states q k to q n−1 , let the transition function go to the empty set. Now add state q n−1 to every set which is not the empty set. Future work on this topic includes an analysis of the behaviour of traditional unary NFAs. Another area for future work is an investigation of magic numbers for unary ⊕-NFAs with singular characteristic matrices. Empirical results in [3] seem to indicate that there will be few if any values of α such that this class of unary NFAs needs 2 n − α deterministic states, where 2 n−1 < α ≤ 2 n − 1.
